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 Thai textual memes have been popular in social media, as a form of image 
information summarization. Unfortunately, many memes contain some 
hateful content that easily causes the controversy in Thailand. For global 
protection, the hateful memes challengeis also provided by Facebook AI to 
enable researchers to compete their algorithms for combating the hate speech 
on memes as one of NeurIPS’20 competitions. As well as in Thailand, this 
paper introduces the Thai textual meme detection as a new research problem 
in Thai natural language processing (Thai-NLP) that is the settlement of 

transmission linkage between scene text localization, Thai optical recognition 
(Thai-OCR) and language understanding. From the results, both regular and 
irregular text position can be localized by one-stage detection pipeline. More 
scene text can be augmented by different resolution and rotation. The 
accuracy of Thai-OCR using convolutional neural network (CNN) can be 
improved by recurrent neural network (RNN). Since misspelling Thai words 
are frequently used in social, this paper categorizes them as synonyms to 
train on multi-task pre-trained language model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Longer than 15 years of the social media’s scale [1], confliction and violent in Thailand has been 

rapidly continuing as one of the main national problems [2], reported by Ministry of Higher Education, 

Science, Research and Innovation, Thailand (MHESI)’s minister. For the MHESI’s researching policy and 

support, the solution concerning this problem are still required [2] to improve the nation’s unity. Many 

controversies areeasily provoked [3-4] by sharing the hate speech on social media [4]. Under the umbrella of 

United Nations (UN) [5], hate speech can be both legal and illegal [5-6] that is any direct/indirect attacking 

characteristics [6], to negatively defame, insult, mock or scoff a person or a group of people. As a 

solution,the empowering social media in Thailand (e.g., Facebook, Twitter,Instagram and LINE) [7] is seen 
as the largest information centrethat totally plays the main role for the relief of controversy. Coupled with the 

short communication on social media, theimage information categorization [8] is popular for the well-

classified knowledge, known as “infographic” [8-9]. Beyond the infographical representation, “meme” [10] - 

a form of imageinformation summarization (with some joking stories or explaning by laughing actions) [10-

11], is also a flavor of Thai social users [12-13] for the story telling that is short and clear, instead of reading 
the full article, e.g., “Mag-Ina meme(Thai: แม่ลูกไปไหน-กลับมาท าไม) [14]”. According to the text 

rotationality, Thai texts in the memes as shown in Figure 1 can be located in both regular and irregular 

position. Against the meme objective [15], some Thai textual memes on Facebook are easily misleaded to 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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create the malicious content [16] called “hate speech” [17] that is the main cause of the serious confliction 

and violentmultipication in Thailand.Since the hate speech widely distributed on social media is a global 

problem to the entire nation, the Hateful Memes Challenge2020 [17] is launched by Facebook Artificial 

Intelligence (Facebook AI) [18-19] as a track in Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems 

(NeurIPS’20) [20], to invite researchers around the world to compete their hate speech detection 

algorithmswith a $100K prize pool.To that end, the hate speech detection in textual meme is still a new 

problem in artificial intelligence (AI) [21] as multimodal (textual description and image) classification in 

English textual memes. 
 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 1. Thai textual meme examples, scene text rotationality: (a) Regular text position, (b) Irregular text 
position (Note that: the textual memes with “rudeness” or “social controversy”were censored) 

 

 

Formerly, hate speech was only detected by textual information [22] using language understanding 

based on NLP [23-24]. The repeated hate speech on social media could be seen as a spam [25] or phishing 

link [26]. Since social media provided a rich source for mining negative/positive Thai trends in other forms 

(e.g., images, emoji symbols, GIFs, stickers) as well as textual information, there were many social apps to 

create textual memes. Textual meme was a popular media to share on social media, especially for 

representing hateful information. Hate speech detection could be seen as an extension of optical character 

recognition (OCR) application that required image to text conversion (img2txt).  

Obviously, the hateful meme detection was the meeting of computer vision (CV) for image 
information and natural language processing (NLP) for textual information, respectively. As it related tothe 

concrete Thai controversy, most hateful memes in Thai social were already included some hateful/bully Thai 

texts within the images that could be seen as a Thai printed character recognition (or Thai optical character 

recognition: Thai-OCR) application [27-28]. Thai-OCR had been researching longer than 29 years [29]. 

During the historical AI for Thailand in 90’s [30], not only Thai-OCR [31-33] but also Thai handwritten 

recognition [34-35] was one of the traditional open topics in Thai natural language processing (Thai-NLP) 

[36] that was seen as the computer applied to Thai language [37]. Although neural network based model 

demonstrated the high recognition rate in Thai-OCR [33, 38-40], it consumed huge much of large 

computational resource. Many works were proposed to avoid the neural network. Thai characters could be 

recognized by rough sets [41-42], numerical feature extraction [43-44]. Support vector machine (SVM) also 

provided a state-of-the-art recognition accuracy [45] for a large number of target classes. For the well-known 

competition, the local Thai-OCR challenge was hosted by Thailand’s National Electronics and Computer 
Technology Center (NECTEC) that invited all Thai researchers or students to compete their algorithms shown 

on this contest, called “Benchmark for Enhancing the Standard of Thai Language Processing (BEST)” [46].  
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Since Thai writing variants by different writers that caused Thai handwritten recognition seemed to be more 

challenge than Thai-OCR [47-48], the later competitions shifted into Thai handwritten recognition since 

BEST 2014. Howbeit, Thai-OCR had its own challenge; such the scene text localization [49] and recognition 

[50] in the wild that might have multi-objects within the scene as in the multi-views of Thai license plate 

recognition [51-52]. According to the scene text rotationality, Thai texts on the scene [53] could be detected 

[54-55] in both regular and irregular position (categorized by Clova AI, LINE Corporation [50]). 

To set the transmission linkage between scene text localization [49, 51-55] with Thai-OCR [27-28, 

31-33, 38-46] and Thai hateful text understanding [56-57] as a new Thai-NLP problem in Figure 2, this paper 

proposes an end-to-end “combating the hate speech in Thai textual memes” as a solution for the problem 

stated by MHESI and Facebook AI. As well as visual question answering (VQA) [58-59] and image 
captioning (IC) [60-61], this new problem needs both CV and NLP task. Since multi-objects can be located 

with Thai-texts in the same scene, the positions of texts are localized by single shot detector (SSD) [62]. For 

img2txt conversion, there are so many vertical positions (top, upper, middle and lower level) as sequence 

data [63] in Thai text that is neccasary for character-level embedding, coupled with character recognition [64] 

based on residual network (ResNet) [65] and bidirectional long-short-term-memory (Bi-LSTM) [66] with the 

connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [67]. The hate speech in a converted Thai text is finally detected 

by a Multi-tasking transfer learning architecture as generative pre-training transformer v.2 (GPT-2) [68] by 

OpenAI. The main contribution is made as follow: 

a) Thai hateful meme detetection is proposed as the meeting between CV and NLP that poses a new research 

problem in Thai-NLP. 

b) The regular Thai texts are multiplied by different power law distribution; and rotated in different angles to 
enlarge the dataset for training the irregular ones. Both regular and irregular Thai texts in memes can be 

detected by SSD.  

c) The accuracy of Thai-OCR by ResNet in sequence data in character level can be improved by Bi-LSTM. 

d) Those frequent misspelling words are seen as Thai synonyms that are combined with multi-task GPT-2 to 

produce the state-of-the-art results. 

This paper is organized into 4 sections. Research method is described in Section 2. Section 3 is 

results and discussion. And the conclusion is in Section 4. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 2. This proposed “hate speech detection in Thai memes” as the transmission linkage between scene 

text localization with Thai-OCR and Thai hateful text understanding 
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2. RESEARCH METHOD 

Most story telling in hateful memes are normally illustrated by visual image features with the bully 

texts for satirizing or mocking the activities. To formulate Thai hate speech detection on memes as Figure 2, 

this paper poses an enlargement of Thai natural language processing (Thai-NLP). The modular framework 

consists of scene text localization-to localize the position of Thai texts within the meme, Thai-OCR-to 

convert Thai textual image into sequential characters of text incharacter-level (also called Thai-img2txt) and 

Thai hateful text understanding-to supervisedly learn and classify the converted Thai textual information 

using word-level sequence to sequence (seq2seq) network. 
 

2.1.  Scene text localization 
For scene textual meme (unlike Thai-OCR problem), Thai characters cannot be directly segmented 

from the background. Thai text can be located in any positions within the meme. Moreover, there are a large 

number of objects with textual description in the scene (called scene complexity). Convolutional neural 

network (CNN) based detection has been proven to be better than traditional detection to localize Thai text 

[53] from the multi-objects scene. Revolutionarily, CNN-based detection can be classified into 2 types [69]: 

1) one-stage pipeline (without region feature extraction) and two-stage pipeline (with region feature 

extraction). From the report [69-70], one-stage pipeline is better than two-stage in term of speed; but it 

provides lower in correctness. Two-stage detection is proposed to localize multi-objects, rather than text. 

Generally, Thai textual features can besufficiently localized by one-stage pipeline, according to the short time 

processing.  
Single shot detector (SSD) [62] is such a one-stage pipeline that is shown to be the acceptable 

correctness of Thai text localization [49] in the multi-objects scenes. SSD is based on Visual geometry group 

network (VGGNet) with ImageNet pre-training [71]. SSD firstly provides the multi-reference and multi-

resolution (called pyramid representation) in one-stage for various sizes of objects, especially for Thai texts. 

Accordingly, this paper uses SSD to localize the positions of Thai textual features from memes as text 

localization in the wild scene. 

 

2.2.  Thai-OCR 
Thai optical character recognition (Thai-OCR) is based on convolutional neural network (CNN) for 

feature extraction; and recurrent neural network (RNN) for character-level sequence [64]. The localized Thai 

textual feature is processed in 2 stages: Thai textual feature extraction is used to recognize those Thai 
characters (44 constants, 18 vowels, 4 tone marks, 5 diacritics, 19 numbers and 6 symbols) [37, 46]. For Thai 

character recognition, the block is automatically divided into 4 levels (top, upper, medium and lower 

position) as shown in Figure 3(a). The residual network (ResNet) [65] pretrained on ImageNet is applied to 

supervisedly-learn and classify those characters from the localized textual features. 

Thai character-level sequence is to sequence the extracted textual features by Bidirectional Long-

short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) [66].Each character feature is sequentially sorted from left to right as position 

by position. Each position is also checked its lower, upper and top level, as shown in Figure 3(b). The stream 

extracted features is fed into Bi-LSTM [66]. For the prediction, Connectionist temporal classification (CTC) 

[67] is used for mapping those extracted features into Thai character sequence, to produce the output as Thai 

textual information. 

 
 

 
 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 3. Thai character-level sequence: (a) Thai characters in 4 levels: top, upper, medium and lower 

position, (b) Sorting each character feature from left to right; and each of the lower, upper and top level 

 

 

2.3.  Thai hateful text understanding 
According to the infographic representation, most Thai textual memes are short description. Speech 

understanding can be seen as a problem of aspect-level sentiment analysis [72] on Thai textual information 

that consists of frequent misspelling words and pre-trained language model. 
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2.3.1. Frequent misspelling words 
Although Thai textual information in meme is such a short textual message, the real Thai usage still 

has a huge much of noise and character repetition that are the main cause of model misclassification. Those 

spamming characters are filtered out using pyThaiNLP library [73], except for frequent misspelling words. 

Likewise, Thai word tokenization is still an important issue in Thai natural language processing (Thai-NLP) 

for the word-level language understanding. Instead of the misspelling word checker, the frequent misspelling 

usages can be seen as synonyms on social media, as shown in Table 1. These frequent misspelling usages are 

also augmented to be trained to the multi-task fine-tuning in pre-trained language model. 

 

 
Table 1. Some official spelling and frequent misspelling 

Official Thai spelling Frequent misspelling forms 

บอกตรงๆ บ่องตง 

ครับ คร้าฟ, ครัช, ครัฟ, คับ, คัฟ, ฮ๊าฟ, งับ, ฮัฟ 

ค่ะ/คะ ค่า, ค๊า, ขา, ค๊ะ, ข๊ะ, ข่ะ 

ร าคาญ รามคาญ, รัมคาน, ร าค่าน, รามคาน 

อะไร 

ท าไม 

อะรัย, อาไร, อาราย 

ทามมาย, ทัมมัย, ท ามัย, ทะมาย 

จังเลย จุงเบย, จังเบย, จังเรย,จางเรย 

อะไร อะรัย, อัลไล, อาราย, อาไร 

 

 

2.3.2. Pre-trained language model 
Pre-trained language model has demonstrated state-of-the-art results [74] in word2vec language 

understanding tasks for Thai text classification [75]. Generative pre-training transformer 2 (GPT-2) by 

OpenAI is used to be pre-trained and fine-tuned Thai textual information from the collected dataset. For the 

benchmarking, Wisesight sentiment analaysis [76] in Kaggle competition [77] that has 4 different target 

classes: positive, negative, neutral and question. GPT-2 is an improved version of GPT [78] for semi-

supervised learning on large-scale dataset (both labeled and unlabled data) that has transformer based model 
and deeper than GPT. GPT-2 also has multi-tasked fine-tuning at the same time to improve the performance 

of standard transfer learning. The fine-tuned configuration is set for 3 epochs and batch size as 32 with 1.5B 

parameters. To best of the knowledge, the frequent misspelling Thai words are augmented to fine-tune the 

model as multi-tasking. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

According to the requirement of Thai hateful meme detection on social media (as well as the hateful 

memes challenge by Facebook AI), this section described the implementation detail that processed on Tesla 

V100 GPU colab. By the components, the results could be separately divided into dataset and extension, 

Thai textual meme results and language understanding results. 
 

3.1.  Dataset and extension 

The dataset in this paper could be divided into 2 parts: textual image dataset and textual information 

dataset. Both dataset had the augmentation to increase more synthetic data. 

 

3.1.1. Textual image dataset 
A various amount of cleaned Thai textual images (without any other objects) in different fonts, e.g., 

dhamma, religion, politics, celebrities, business, science, quotes or hate speech were cropped. To increase the 

dataset, these textual formats were multiplied by power law distribution (where 1deg0  ree )to increase 

more multi-resolution texts and rotated in both left and right direction (where 
 6030   ) to 

extensively synthesize more irregular texts, according to the textual presentation for the reader’s views, as 

shown in Figure 4. The textual image dataset contained 16,469 images with their textual information as the 

target class. 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 4. Synthesizing more textual images: (a) Multi-resolution degree, (b) Rotation 

 

 

3.1.2. Textual information dataset 
For pre-training dataset construction, the 325,530 raw Thai texts concerning opinion analysis were 

crawled from Pantip.com, Youtube, Facebook and Twitter and were cleaned and prepared that finally had only 

298,212 texts for the pre-trained model. Instead of misspelling replacement, the frequent misspelling words 

were seen as synonyms; those synonyms might be further used to extensively synthesize another 72,398 Thai 

texts for multi-task fine-tuning. By the way, Wisesight sentiment analysis [76-77] in Kaggle competition [77] 

was used as benchmarking dataset for the proposed language model that had 26,737 Thai texts. 

 

3.2.  Thai textual meme results 

The training set and testing set was partitioned into 70:30. According to object detection and 

classification in computer vision, Thai optical character recognition (Thai-OCR, called img2txt conversion) 
results could be divided into text localization and character recognition evaluation. 

 

3.2.1. Text localization evaluation 
Thai textual with multi-objects in the scene (called scene complexity) that made the text localization 

in this problem differ from classical Thai-OCR. And those Thai characters (44 constants, 18 vowels, 4 tone 

marks, 5 diacritics, 19 numbers and 6 symbols) were not such a complex feature that was unnecessary to use 

two-stage detection, e.g., Faster R-CNN [79], FPN [80]. As to the short time localization, one-stage detection 

(e.g., YOLO [81], SSD [62]) was more suitable for these characters with the careless region feature 

formulation. From the reported results [70], SSD was the best speed in object detection; one-stage detection 

was quicklier than two-stage detection as shown in Figure 5. Text localization correctness by SSD [62] could 

be divided into regular, irregular and combined results as shown in Table 2. Since many Thai textual memes 

were little orientated the text position, it was essential to extend the efficiency by synthesizing more Thai 
textual samples to the deep learning model. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Reported speed (in FPS) comparison between SSD 

and other detection pipelines 

 

Table 2. Comparison between regular and 

irregular scene text detection 
Thai text position Precision 

Regular 93.2 

Irregular 88.4 
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3.2.2. Text recognition evaluation 
All Thai character features were trained and recognized by ResNet architecture [65] and CTC 

prediction [67]. From the results, Bi-LSTM [66] totally improved the recognition accuracy in character-level 

sequence data, even if it took almost twice times. Many text recognition papers used ResNet or VGGNet. 

With a larger number of parameters and skip connection in ResNet, ResNet outperformed VGGNet. For 

trade-off between correctness and speed, the higher recognition accuracy (%) was paid by more processing 

time (ms/image). Accuracy and time curve were shown in Figure 6. While, the overall character-level 

recognition results under CTC prediction were shown in Table 3. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Accuracy and time curve 

 

 

Table 3. The overall character-level recognition results under CTC prediction 
Thai textual feature extraction Character-level sequence Time Accuracy Parameters 

VGGNet None 1.8 67.9 5.6M 

ResNet None 5.1 76.3 46M 

ResNet Bi-LSTM 7.2 78.0 48M 

 

 

3.3.  Thai textual understanding results 
The data partitioning in pre-training was divided into 3 parts: training, validation and testing dataset 

as 70:15:15. For fine-tuning, the training and testing dataset was splitted as 70:30. From Table 4, standard 

GPT-2 might look better than GPT-2 with multi-tasking in pre-training stage. In contrast, GPT-2 with multi-

tasking was fine-tuned in multi-task fine-tuning those spelling and frequent misspelling words as the different 
written styles to be a better final accuracy in Wisesight’s private and public dataset as 0.7634 and 0.7832. 

Multi-tasking or (multi-task fine-tuning at the same time) totally boosted the fairness in augmented 

transformer-based model that no tasks had higher precedence than others. Based on Wisesight challenge, the 

promising results were demonstrated that multi-task based transfer learning improved the classification 

accuracy in Thai textual categorization. 

 

 

Table 4. Comparisson between word-level GPT-2 with/without multi-taksing 

Language model 
Wisessight Challenge 

Private Public 

Multi-tasking GPT-2 0.7634 0.7832 

GPT-2  0.6891 0.7011 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

As referred to Ministry of Higher Education, Science, Research and Innovation, Thailand 

(MHESI)’s requirement on social media literacy, this paper achieved combating the hate speech in Thai 

textual memes as a new research problem in Thai natural language processing (Thai-NLP). The research 

method contained 3 parts: scene text localization by single shot detector (SSD), Thai optical character 

recognition (Thai-OCR) by residual network (ResNet) and Bidirectional Long-short-term-memory (Bi-

LSTM) and Thai hateful text understanding by multi-task GPT-2. For the main discovery, the regular text 

multi-resolution degree and rotation for affine augmentation could improve the localization and recognition. 
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Bi-LSTM improved the recognition accuracy in character-level sequence data. Instead of cleansing Thai 

word misspelling, turn them as synonyms to multi-task GPT-2. According to the nature of Thai comparison 

types, many sarcastical objects within the image (e.g., criminals, buffalos, dogs, garbages or other 

caricatures) are also useful for combating the hateful memes. Moreover, the Deepfake can dangerously 

generate the multi-emotions from a facial person that will be easily applied for making the hateful meme. The 

fake face detection will be convergent to hateful meme detection as the same research goal. 
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